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1. Deutscher Wetterdienst

 
Due to the high sensitivity of winterly precipitation to its environment, the analysis and forecast of the

precipitation type in situations when the air temperature in the lower troposphere is near the freezing

point are very challenging. A reason for this is often the lack of high resolution 3D observations. 

 

At Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD), a dual-polarimetric radar network had been installed in the previous

years. With the use of dual-polarimetric radar parameters (e.g., Zh, ZDR, ρhv) and numerical weather

prediction data (e.g., COSMO-D2 snow line), the hydrometeors on radar beam height are analysed

(algorithm HYMEC –HYdroMEteor Classification). The use of numerical weather prediction vertical profiles

of temperature, humidity and pressure enables the vertical extrapolation of the HYMEC analysis data to

the ground (algorithm NASMA - Nose Analysis based on Snow Melting Area). With the use of individual

temperature and humidity point measurements at ground level, the vertical extrapolation is optimised and

precipitation type data near the ground can be analysed close to reality in the entire radar coverage area. 

 

In the beginning of the winter season 2018/2019 NASMA data was implemented into DWD weather

forecast visualisation system NINJO. Afterwards, the data of the NASMA algorithm was evaluated under

operational conditions. The evaluation results show that the quality of the precipitation type analysis

depends on the weather situation. Good agreement with reference to ground data (e.g., SYNOP weather

stations) can be found in weather situations when a well-mixed lower troposphere was present. In

contrast, for warm front situations ground observations and NASMA analyses differed more often. Details

of selected case studies will be presented and approaches for further algorithm improvements will be

discussed.
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